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The First Prophet
A cold-blooded murder. A beautiful suspect. An honest judge forced to do the
unthinkable. New York Times bestselling author Phillip Margolin is a master of legal
suspense. In this explosive novel, a simple case of self-defense becomes a
nightmare in which justice itself is held hostage. Judge Richard Quinn is young,
idealistic, and honest to a fault. That's why he's handed the most sensational
homicide case in Oregon history. Locked in a race for the U.S. Senate, Ellen Crease
gunned down the intruder who murdered her wealthy husband. In a single, brutal
instant she became a widow, a victim, and a hero. Yet disturbing questions remain.
What secrets did the man who started his fortune running mortuaries keep that
might have cost him his life? What about the son frozen out of his will? Or his wife's
political enemies? And what about Ellen Crease herself? Soon it becomes clear that
a deadly plot of murder, blackmail, passion, and double cross is unfolding around
Judge Richard Quinn. And unless he breaks the rules, justice will not only be blind,
it will be the final victim. From the Paperback edition.

Wait for Dark
The new Bishop Files novel by the New York Times bestselling author of The First
Prophet and the Bishop/Special Crimes Unit novels. John Brodie is a Guardian, a
member of a secretive network devoted to winning a war very few even know
exists: protecting the vulnerable psychics in his charge from a deadly, ruthless —
and virtually invisible enemy. Tasha Solomon is a gifted psychic whose abilities
have saved her more than once from situations as dangerous as they are baffling.
She doesn’t believe she needs help, and she doesn’t even know that Guardians
exist — until Brodie saves her life. Unaccustomed to depending on anyone for
anything, Tasha now finds herself embroiled in deadly game where the ultimate
goal is a fate far worse than any nightmare. The only person she can trust is Brodie
to guide her through a maze of danger and deception, lies and treachery, friends
and enemies, until they reach safe harbor. If they reach safe harbor.

Final Shadows
When her home is destroyed by fire, Sarah Gallagher, who woke from a coma with
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psychic abilities she cannot control, finds an ally in novelist Tucker Mackenize who
is the only one who can help her stop a mysterious enemy from eliminating her
and everyone she loves. Original.

History of the Franks
Uneasy about the forthcoming exhibition of the priceless Bannister collection, show
director Morgan West finds herself forced into an uneasy alliance with master cat
burglar Quinn, who enlists her assistance to catch an elusive and deadly criminal
adversary. Original.

Haven
"When Deacon James's younger sister Melanie calls him, terrified, he goes to her
aid in the small Georgia town of Sociable. What he finds is a scared young woman
in the grip of what she insists is a paranormal nightmare--and murder. Two local
men have been killed under mysterious circumstances. And Melanie is the prime
suspect. Trinity Nichols left a high-stress job for quiet, small-town life. But news of
the murders has left her--and the town--on edge, especially when there is nothing
remotely ordinary about how the men died. And her investigation is yielding more
than she bargained for, including a group of strangers who have descended on
Sociable, some with abilities Trinity finds hard to believe, and agendas she refuses
to trust. For some reason, they know a lot more than they should about what's
happening in town. And what's happening is growing stranger by the minute. Now
Trinity, Deacon, and this odd band of FBI agents must work together to solve a
series of disturbances so incredible that Trinity, and the town of Sociable, will be
changed forever. She just isn't certain who--or what--will be left standing when it's
all over"--

The Innocent Man
After a head injury brings on nightmares involving girls being tortured and
murdered, Emma Rayburn contacts her estranged sister, Jessie, a psychic
investigator, for help in the 13th novel in the New York Times best-selling series.
250,000 first printing.

Blood Sins
A town shrouded in the occult. An evil that lurks in the dark. The SCU returns in a
hair-raising novel from New York Times bestselling author Kay Hooper. Nellie
Cavendish has very good reasons to seek out her roots, and not only because she
has no memory of her mother and hardly knew the father who left her upbringing
to paid caregivers. In the eight years since her twenty-first birthday, very odd
things have begun to happen. Crows gather near her wherever she goes,
electronics short out when she touches them, and when she’s upset, really upset, it
storms. At first, she chalked up the unusual happenings to coincidence, but that
explanation doesn't begin to cover the vivid nightmares that torment her. She can
no longer pretend to ignore them. She has to find out the truth. And the only
starting point she has is a mysterious letter from her father delivered ten years
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after his death, insisting she go to a town called Salem and risk her life to stop
some unnamed evil. Before her thirtieth birthday. As a longtime member of the
FBI's Special Crimes Unit, Grayson Sheridan has learned not to be surprised by the
unusual and the macabre--but Salem is different. Evidence of Satanic activities and
the disappearance of three strangers to the town are what brought Salem to the
attention of the SCU, and when Gray arrives to find his undercover partner
vanished, he knows that whatever’s hiding in the seemingly peaceful little town is
deadly. But what actually hides in the shadows and secrets of Salem is unlike
anything the agents have ever encountered.

Touching Evil
Collects Avengers #368-369, Avengers West Coast #101, X-Men #26, Uncanny XMen #307 and Black Knight: Exodus #1. The X-Men and Avengers head for
Genosha where civil war has erupted and Exodus & Cortez have arrived to fan the
flames! Can even the X-Men and Avengers combined bring peace to a nation at
war and defeat two madmen?

Blood Ties
Investigating a baffling series of disappearances in a small mountain community,
paranormal Special Crimes Unit agents Lucas and Samantha Jordan team up with
two new partners in a case that takes a sinister personal turn.

The Unseen
Aspiring dancer Alexandrie enters the Paris Opera Ballet in hopes of supporting her
farming family, but finds her plans challenged by her growing love for enigmatic
Impressionist artist Edgar Degas.

Avengers/X-Men
After a series of murders in which the victims are all blondes who did not resist
their attacker, police chief Rafe Sullivan calls in the FBI for assistance and is
concerned by the atypical methods of the responding agent, Isabel Adams.

Hidden Salem
"Dark, delicious and full of surprises, the Blood Coven series is like vampire candy."
-New York Times bestselling author Heather Brewer. Officially back in the arms of
her vampire boyfriend Magnus, Sunny finds she still can't forget the gentle mortal
Jayden who once saved her life. When darkness threatens to steal his humanity,
Sunny must make a choice: stay true to her love, or defy him in a desperate
attempt to save Jayden's soul. Meanwhile, the Blood Coven is gearing up for a
showdown with a splinter group of Slayer Inc. It's Vampires vs. Slayers in a
showdown that could cost Sunny not only her heartbut also her life.

Commentaries on the Laws of England
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THE NEW BISHOP/SCU NOVEL After years away, Jessie Rayburn has finally returned
home—unwelcomed—to a town of menacing whispers: Baron Hollow, North
Carolina. It’s as though she never left. That’s why she’s so afraid. She left behind
her estranged sister, Emma, who has her own secrets to protect. But Emma is
afraid to reveal what’s really troubling her and keeping her awake—strange
dreams of women being murdered, brutally, viciously. Now, in this conspiracy of
silence, Emma’s bad dreams are becoming more real than ever. Even with the help
of Noah Bishop, cofounder of Haven, the group of psychic investigators that Jessie
works for, Jessie and Emma fear they won’t be able to outrun the secrets buried in
Baron Hollow—or the evil targeting them one last time.

Spider
"When Deacon James's younger sister Melanie calls him, terrified, he goes to her
aid in the small Georgia town of Sociable. What he finds is a scared young woman
in the grip of what she insists is a paranormal nightmare--and murder. Two local
men have been killed under mysterious circumstances. And Melanie is the prime
suspect. Trinity Nichols left a high-stress job for quiet, small-town life. But news of
the murders has left her--and the town--on edge, especially when there is nothing
remotely ordinary about how the men died. And her investigation is yielding more
than she bargained for, including a group of strangers who have descended on
Sociable, some with abilities Trinity finds hard to believe, and agendas she refuses
to trust. For some reason, they know a lot more than they should about what's
happening in town. And what's happening is growing stranger by the minute. Now
Trinity, Deacon, and this odd band of FBI agents must work together to solve a
series of disturbances so incredible that Trinity, and the town of Sociable, will be
changed forever. She just isn't certain who--or what--will be left standing when it's
all over"--

Blood Ties
To catch this killer, she must break every rule and cross every line. Out Of The
Shadows A picture-perfect Tennessee town has just become a monster's hunting
ground. Two bodies are found tortured to death. A third person goes missing. What
little evidence is left behind defies all explanation. Is the terror just beginning? Or
have the good citizens of Gladstone harbored a dark secret for a long time? Sheriff
Miranda Knight is determined to make her small town safe once more. And she
does what she swore she would never do: involve FBI profiler Noah Bishop. He's
the one man who knows about her unique abilities, and that knowledge almost
destroyed her and her sister years ago. Now, as Bishop arrives with his team of
agents, Miranda must learn to trust him and use her abilities once more. For
they're about to go on the hunt for a killer whose madness has no bounds, a killer
who knows exactly how to destroy Miranda: by preying on her sister. From the
Paperback edition.

Stealing Shadows
I'm no coward. I want to make that perfectly clear. But after my life turned into a
horror movie, I take fear a lot more seriously now. I finally became Dr. Carrie Ames
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just eight months ago. Then I was attacked in the hospital morgue by a vampire.
Just my luck. So now I'm a vampire, and it turns out I have a blood tie to the
monster who sired me. The tie works like an invisible leash and I'm bound to him
no matter what I do. And of course he's one of the most evil vampires on earth.
With my sire hell-bent on turning me into a soulless killer and his sworn enemy set
to exterminate me, things couldn't get much worse — except I'm attracted to them
both. Drinking blood, living as an immortal demon and being a pawn between two
warring vampire factions isn't exactly how I'd imagined my future. But as my father
used to say, the only way to conquer fear is to face it. So that's what I'll do. Fangs
bared.

Haunted
What if you can enter a madman's cruel mind as he plans his vicious crimes? What
if you can see the terrified face of his prey as he moves in for the kill—but you
can't stop his frenzy once he strikes? Psychic Cassie Neill helps the L.A. police
catch killers—until she makes a terrible mistake and an innocent child dies. Cassie
flees to a small North Carolina town, hoping that a quiet life will silence the voices
that invade her unwilling mind. But Cassie's abilities know few boundaries. And
she's become certain—as no one else can be—that a murderer is stalking Ryan's
Bluff. It's his fury that Cassie senses first, then his foul thoughts and perverse
excitement. Yet she doesn't know who he is or where he will strike. The sheriff
won't even listen to her—until the first body is found exactly where and how she
predicted. Now a suspect herself, she races desperately to unmask the killer in the
only way she knows: by entering his twisted mind. Her every step is loaded with
fear and uncertaintybecause if he senses her within him, he'll trap her there, so
deep she'll never find her way out. In Stealing Shadows, Kay Hooper introduces FBI
agent Noah Bishop, whose rare gift for seeing what others do not helps him solve
the most puzzling cases. Now, Bishop's adventures continue in two new electrifying
tales of psychic suspense. Beware of what you see. It's dawn when the police
arrive at the murder scene. The victim is propped against a tree, her eyes still
open, her head tilted, her lips parted in a silent cry. Just as Cassie Neill predicted.
Just as she saw while she was inside the killer's mind. The killer knew she was
there. And next time he won't let her get away.

Fear the Dark
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • John Grisham’s first work of nonfiction: a true
crime story that will terrify anyone who believes in the presumption of innocence.
NOW A NETFLIX ORIGINAL DOCUMENTARY SERIES “Both an American tragedy and
[Grisham’s] strongest legal thriller yet, all the more gripping because it happens to
be true.”—Entertainment Weekly In the town of Ada, Oklahoma, Ron Williamson
was going to be the next Mickey Mantle. But on his way to the Big Leagues, Ron
stumbled, his dreams broken by drinking, drugs, and women. Then, on a winter
night in 1982, not far from Ron’s home, a young cocktail waitress named Debra
Sue Carter was savagely murdered. The investigation led nowhere. Until, on the
flimsiest evidence, it led to Ron Williamson. The washed-up small-town hero was
charged, tried, and sentenced to death—in a trial littered with lying witnesses and
tainted evidence that would shatter a man’s already broken life, and let a true
killer go free. Impeccably researched, grippingly told, filled with eleventh-hour
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drama, The Innocent Man reads like a page-turning legal thriller. It is a book no
American can afford to miss. Praise for The Innocent Man “Grisham has crafted a
legal thriller every bit as suspenseful and fast-paced as his bestselling
fiction.”—The Boston Globe “A gritty, harrowing true-crime story.”—Time “A
triumph.”—The Seattle Times BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from John
Grisham’s The Litigators.

Hold Back the Dark
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Sleeping with Fear
The poems in this collection transform the author's hometown into a poetic

Haven
San Antonio, Texas, 1800s: In room 207 at the Longhorn Saloon, in the long
shadow of the Alamo, a woman was brutally murdered. Her killer was never found.
One year ago: In that same historic room, another woman vanished without a
trace. In the past months, San Antonio has become a dumping ground for battered
bodies. When Texas Ranger Logan Raintree is approached to lead a group of elite
paranormal investigators working the case, he accepts the challenge. And with it,
his powerful ability to commune with the dead. In Logan's new team is U.S.
Marshal Kelsey O'Brien. Kelsey has been waiting all her life to work with someone
who can understand her ability to "see" the past. Now she has her chance.
Together, Kelsey and Logan follow their instincts to the Alamo and to the newly
reopened Longhorn, which once tempted heroes with drink, cards and women. If
the spirits of those long-dead Texans are really appearing to the victims before
their deaths, only Kelsey and Logan have the skills to find out why….

Chill of Fear
The Special Crimes Unit finds itself targeted by a monster intent on destroying
both Noah Bishop and his people.

Hunting Fear
Terror waits just out of sight Hiding In The Shadows Accident victim Faith Parker
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has done what her doctors feared she never would: awakened from the coma that
held her prisoner for weeks. But she has no memory of the crash that nearly killed
her—or the life that led up to it. Nor does she remember journalist Dinah Leighton,
the steadfast friend who visited her in the hospitaluntil she disappeared without a
trace. Now as Faith begins to regain her strength, she's shocked by intimate
dreams of a man she doesn't recognize and tortured by visions of violence that feel
painfully real. Something inexplicable ties her lost memories to Dinah's chilling
fate. But even as Faith tries to understand the connection and reach out to save
Dinah, death is stalking both women. And one of them will not escape its lethal
grasp. FBI agent Noah Bishop has a rare gift for seeing what others do not, a gift
that helps him solve the most puzzling cases. Now, read more of his electrifying
adventures in two stand-alone tales of psychic suspense.

Blood Ties and Brown Liquor
An agent for the FBI's Special Crimes Unit in the middle of an undercover
operation, Riley Crane awakens alone, covered in blood, with no memory of the
past two weeks of her life, and unable to distinguish friend from foe. By the author
of Chill of Fear. Reprint.

The Undertaker's Widow
When the daughter of a powerful U.S. senator becomes the victim of a serial killer,
FBI agent Noah Bishop and his Special Crimes Unit must join forces with a rogue
civilian agency founded by Bishop in order to stop the maniac.

Hiding in the Shadows
Whisper of Evil
Psychic investigator Lucas Jordan, sought after by police throughout the nation for
his ability to locate missing people, responds to what seems to be a routine string
of kidnappings and finds himself targeted by a ruthless adversary.

Haunted
In Clarity, North Carolina, the residents have fallen victim to an unfortunate series
of events. But these deadly coincidences are anything but. Something is on the
hunt in Clarity, and the only clue as to what is a cryptic note given to the victims
24 hours before they meet their ends: Wait for dark. Hollis Templeton and her
team from the Special Crimes Unit are called in to investigate. But while the SCU
has prepared them for the unknown, the incredible evil stalking Clarity shakes the
team to their core. Now Hollis, the 'cat with nine lives' finds herself facing death.

Out of the Shadows
After a madman starts to abduct women and blind them, police sketch artist
Maggie Barnes must confront the truth both about her eerily accurate crime scene
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drawings and about her past, which links her to the current crimes.

Fang-tastic Fiction
When part of a murdered body is discovered on a running trail in a sleepy
Tennessee town, three agents from the FBI's elite Special Crimes Unit are
dispatched to investigate and discover an unearthly series of killings, in a
conclusion to a trilogy that includes Blood Sins and Blood Dreams. Reprint.

Blood Ties Book One: The Turning
Someone is stalking the little town of Silence. Three victims have fallen to a killer’s
savage vengeance. Each of the dead men was a successful and respected member
of the community—yet each also harbored a dark secret discovered only after his
murder. Were their deaths the ultimate punishment for those secrets? Or
something even more sinister? Nell Gallagher has come home to Silence more than
a decade after leaving one dark night with her own painful secrets. Forced now by
family duty to return, she has also come home to settle with the past. But past and
present tangle in a murderer’s vicious attacks, and to find the answers she needs,
Nell must call on the psychic skills that drove her away years before. She must risk
her own life and sanity, and regain the trust of the man she left behind so long
ago. For the killer she seeks is seeking her, watching her every move, preying
upon her every vulnerability—and already so close she’ll never see death coming .
..

Blood Dreams
There’s no such thing as too much redneck. And it’s easy to understand why. A
veritable gumbo of indigenous ingenuity, this deliciously distinct dialect rolls off
the tongue like drool in the presence of a barbecue sandwich. Now, just in time for
no time in particular, Jeff Foxworthy’s three bestsellers are rolled into one hilarious
redneck reference. This practical, portable A-to-Z crash course will have you
laughing and learning your way to flawless southern slang. Say after me: bay • ou
(bi´-ü), v. and n. to purchase for another. “I just walked right up to her and said,
‘Hey darlin’, lemme bayou a drink.’ ” doo • dle (düd´-el), n. and v. a male person
and his predicted actions. “Don’t even look at him, ’cuz that doodle kill you.” tor •
toise (tort´-es), v. and n. to have imparted knowledge or wisdom to a group. “That
stupid teacher never tortoise nothin’. ” Whether you’re a newbie looking to
connect with your inner redneck or a seasoned pro hoping to sharpen your skills,
The Complete Redneck Dictionary is the only reference you’ll ever need. Picking up
Redneck (and this book) has never been easier. From the Hardcover edition.

Jeff Foxworthy's Complete Redneck Dictionary
Haunted by a twenty-year-old unsolved crime, FBI agent Quentin Hayes attempts
to put the mystery to rest and is joined by Diana Brisco, a woman struggling to
unlock the meaning of her nightmares about a long-vanished child.

Sense of Evil
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A town in the thrall of evil. A summons that can't be ignored. The mass-market
reprint of the nail-biting SCU novel from New York Times bestselling author Kay
Hooper. The Chosen have been warned. Powerful psychics across the globe have
gotten the same eerie and insistent message: Go to Prosperity. Because in this
small North Carolina mountain town, madness has taken hold Trapped in a
nightmare they can't escape, the residents of Prosperity are killing one another,
waking up with no memory of the monstrous acts they've committed--or the
reasons why. Chief Deputy Katie Cole knows that whatever evil is afoot is beyond
her expertise, and beyond the understanding of Sheriff Jackson Archer. They need
help. The Special Crimes Unit is called in for its specific brand of investigation, to
aid the Chosen as well as the once-peaceful mountain town. It will take all the
agents' training, all their experience, and every extra sense they can call on to get
to the bottom of things in Prosperity. And as a sinister pattern begins to emerge,
even the most experienced and hardened SCU agents must brace themselves for a
flood of darkness unlike any the world has ever seen

A Deadly Web
"Raised in rural England before the internet era, Ben Crane grew up in the midst of
wild things, with hawks and other predatory birds alive in his mind (and woods and
fields) as symbols of a kind of self-possessed, solitary power. He spent time with
them, knew them, and loved them. But as he grew into adulthood, situations that
may seem to us natural, or even comforting, were for him challenging: he found it
difficult to be around other people and to read social cues, sometimes retreating in
fear or lashing out in misunderstanding. He was recognized as autistic. When
Crane became a father, these challenges became unbearable, and he fled to
isolation. Birds--specifically hawks--brought him back. In this artfully written
memoir, we learn first about the history and practice of falconry, a beautiful and
brutal partnership between humans and birds that goes back thousands of years.
As the chapters unfold, the details of Crane's personal story are revealed, and we
begin to understand how Crane found solace and insight via his relationships with
these animals. "I saw that my feelings towards nature, and birds of prey in
particular, ran in parallel with my feelings for my son," Crane writes. "I worked out
that they were, in fact, two sides of the same coin--the deep love of one could, with
gentle observation, inform and unlock the deep love for the otherPerhaps this then
is the central theme of my story.""--

Dancing for Degas
Designed to keep librarians and readers up-to-date with the hottest contemporary
supernatural beings in adult literature, Fang-tastic Fiction is both fun to read and
easy to use.

Always a Thief
A priest visiting Lima, Peru, fights to dismantle a worldwide intelligence network
that he has accidentally discovered, an underground operation protecting the Nazi
Gestapo leader that killed his father forty years earlier
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Blood Ties
New York Times bestselling author Kay Hooper delivers once again with this chilling
novel in which the Special Crimes Unit sends a Haven operative undercover to
catch a charismatic killer who promises his victims heaven in exchange for more
than their lives. . . Young, vulnerable, attractive, Tessa Gray looked like the perfect
victim. Which was why Noah Bishop of the FBI’s Special Crimes Unit recruited the
novice operative to use as bait for a killer hidden inside the Church of the
Everlasting Sin–a fortified mountain compound where at least two women have
already been murdered in ways that defy explanation. By entering the cult’s
compound, Tessa will expose herself to the dark magnetism of its leader and his
fanatically loyal followers. Once she’s inside, no one, not even Bishop or the town’s
chief of police, can guarantee she’ll come out alive. And not even Tessa knows if
she’s strong enough to resist the lure of a killer who is less than human.

Blood Ties
Tasha Solomon's world turned upside-down when the psychic abilities she had
tried so hard to keep secret suddenly made her a target for unseen enemies. John
Brodie is a Guardian. He is a member of an intricate and secretive network of
individuals who have devoted their lives to saving psychics in danger of being
taken or killed. It is a war very few others even know exists, and yet its tentacles
stretch into every aspect of society. Tasha has to learn how to become a warrior in
a battle she did not choose, to save people she does not know, and possibly even
the world.

Gangs of the El Paso–Juárez Borderland
This thought-provoking book examines gang history in the region encompassing
West Texas, Southern New Mexico, and Northern Chihuahua, Mexico. Known as the
El Paso–Juárez borderland region, the area contains more than three million people
spanning 130 miles from east to west. From the badlands—the historically
notorious eastern Valle de Juárez—to the Puerto Palomas port of entry at
Columbus, New Mexico, this area has become more militarized and politicized than
ever before. Mike Tapia examines this region by exploring a century of historical
developments through a criminological lens and by studying the diverse
subcultures on both sides of the law. Tapia looks extensively at the role of history
and geography on criminal subculture formation in the binational urban setting of
El Paso–Juárez, demonstrating the region’s unique context for criminogenic
processes. He provides a poignant case study of Homeland Security and the
apparent lack of drug-war spillover in communities on the US-Mexico border.
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